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CASE STUDY:
T E E N  B AT T L E  C H E F  P R O G R A M



Nutrition Science 
to choose the 

behavioral focus and 
content

Psychology 
for how to motivate 

and facilitate behavior 
change

Education 
for creating lesson 

plans and sequencing 
activities

Delivery and 
Communication 

to operationalize the 
motivation & 

behavior change

Participant Outcomes 
change self-evident 
value shift behavior 

change

CHALLENGE Challenging participants out of their comfort zone with new foods and skills

CELEBRATION An atmosphere so fun, enjoyable and special, one does not want it to end

COLLABORATION Participants feel part of something bigger and more important than themselves and their own needs

HOME 
ENVIRONMENT

Home dynamics, facilities and access to healthy food are actively addressed, solutions worked out through activities

PALATE 
DEVELOPMENT Experiencing a wide range of tastes and flavors, particularly fresh ingredients, but spices and condiments as well

PEER SUPPORT Participants subliminally sense a level playing field; new behaviors become normative and acceptable

RECIPE CONCEPTS Participants become adept at moving away from recipe driven cooking; use concepts to swap ingredients seasonally

SKILL BUILDING Develop culinary & leadership skills to become 'ambassadors' that share healthy food strategies and flavors with others

SKILL 
REINFORCEMENT

Tangible measures to experience their skills are advancing and tasks that were initially challenging have become easier

SUCCESS Activities set up for participants to experience success

1 0  D E L I V E R Y  &  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  M E T H O D S  ( D C M s )

B A C K G R O U N D

T H E  P R O C E S S  O F  N U T R I T I O N  E D U C ATI O N



Purpose
This study presents efficacy for 10 Delivery
and Communication Methods (DCMs)
developed by FamilyCook Productions (FCP)
over 20 years conducting hands-on nutrition
education to achieve behaviors for healthy
weight. FCP has been deployed across the
US in diverse populations of all ages in over
300 schools, farms and community settings.

From the mid 1990s until 2001, FCP founder,
culinary professional Lynn Fredericks utilized
schools-based research at Cornell University
to develop and integrate school-time
enrichment curricula into 2 NYC public K-6
schools. Meetings with classroom instructors
and NYU nutrition students continually fine-
tuned lessons and techniques. FCP founder’s
cookbook expanded this to guest teaching
engagements across the US in diverse
communities with differing socioeconomic
status. FCP continually collected quantitative
and qualitative data and then integrated the
most responsive strategies into discrete
curricula for PreK, elementary, middle/high
and adult audiences. These were
disseminated to audiences across 30+ states.

Methods 

FamilyCook Productions’ Teen Battle Chef
is an exciting culinary nutrition and youth
development program. TBC inspires youth
to become agents of change who
positively influence the food choices of
their friends, family & community, The
program has a 10 year track record of in
over 150 middle and high schools in 20+
states. Over 80% of partic ipants improve
their eating habits, particularly increasing
consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
Our alumni study revealed 74% attained
and sustained a healthy weight as long as
7 years after high school. * Higher
attendance, graduation rates and test
scores have also been documented.

Teen Battle Chef  (TBC) 
Program Description
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Students had tight timeframes to prep 
ingredients and prepare a recipe 
presentation like a TV cooking show –
everyone has a speaking role.

“In TBC I [learned to] talk to people; I had 
to communicate about what we cooked, 
which was really interesting and the 
practice really helped me be confident 
about cooking and made me more 
interested in the new foods.” 
– Female, 18, Queens (50%)

Recipes are multi cultural, exposing 
students to huge array of tastes and 
flavors.

“When I learned to cook with Teen Battle 
Chef, it was awesome ‘cause they showed 
me different new ingredients and recipes 
… TBC showed me alternatives for eating 
healthy.” – Female, 20, Manhattan (50%)

“I opened my mom up to like using 
different seasoning like ... She used Goya 
… to season everything. I told her it …
had way too much salt and so I just 
opened her up to thyme, paprika and 
stuff like that.” – Male, 20, Brooklyn (50%)

Students work in teams, forming a level 
playing field to share new experiences.

“When you see other kids doing healthier 
things, then you feel like you can do it 
too.” – Female, 20, Brooklyn (53%)

KEY
WHAT = How this DCM was addressed in the lessons
HOW WE KNOW IT WORKS = Quote from the study of effectiveness
(%) = Percentage of participants who mention concepts related to this DCM 
during the interview

Students learn why skills are important, 
are shown how to do it, and get plenty of 
hands-on practice.

“The knife training was actually great too. 
I would help my mom a lot more even 
though she was kind of in command. I 
kind of impressed her that I would chop 
this up for her really quick.”
– Male, 23, Manhattan (33%)
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A P P LY I N G  T H E  D C M s

* Fredericks L1 , Shah A2 , Koch P2 , Wilson C1 , Sanchez M1 and 
Wylie-Rosett J3. Does Comprehensive Cooking-Based Nutrition 
Education Before Adulthood Support Healthy Food Behaviors to 
Become Lifestyle Choices? 2017 (Manuscript in development) 
1 FamilyCook Productions 
2 Program in Nutrition, Teachers College, Columbia University 
3 Albert Einstein College of Medicine



When the FamilyCook Productions’ Delivery and 
Communication Methods (DCMs) are integrated 
into cooking-based nutrition education sessions, 
they appear to inspire participants and activate 

behavior change. We encourage additional 
research by others to refine and add to this list 

of techniques to enhance the efficacy of nutrition 
education practice over time.
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About FamilyCook Productions
For 20+ years, we’ve worked in the trenches, fine-tuning program 
design and building an evidence base.
We power food education programs, spanning the life cycle, operating in over 30 
states since 2003. We develop scalable methods and drive demonstrable results 
from over 15 years of research used to enhance program efficacy. We’re supported 
by National Institutes of Health, among other national and regional partners, like 
The New York Times, Chipotle and TIME. Find out more about our organization and 
program offerings at FAMILYCOOKPRODUCTIONS.COM


